
The Sound Pack Tree – The Household Pack

0064 - urinal flushes flushing a public urinal 01:06 Mono

0065 - washbasin sounds washing hands 00:50 Mono

0066 - water runs off drain water running off a washbasin drain 00:06 Mono

0067 - plastic bucket fill filling a plastic bucket with water 00:30 Mono

0077 - air condition air condition fans 00:45 Stereo

0082 - squeaky wooden door door squeaking 01:10 Stereo

0083 - metal door metal door open and close, squeaking 00:24 Stereo

0084 - creaky wooden door door squeaking 01:20 Stereo

0085 - dishwasher running dishwasher in operation 00:59 Stereo

0086 - dishwasher running dishwasher in operation 00:37 Stereo

0088 - washing machine washing machine in operation 01:27 Stereo

0093 - dishwasher running dishwasher in operation 01:01 Stereo

0143 - printer printing fast home printer printing fast 01:05 Stereo

0144 - door bell or buzzer a door bell ringing 00:15 Stereo

0151 - wooden door squeaks squeaking creaking door 01:22 Stereo

0153 - apartment door unlock entering an apartment 00:05 Mono

0154 - apartment door open and close apartment door 00:02 Mono

0155 - window handling window open and close, rattling 00:16 Stereo

0171 - coffee machine complete run of a coffee machine 05:55 Stereo

0172 - metal trashcan open and close small metal dustbin 00:33 Stereo

0173 - rip paper ripping paper 00:10 Stereo

0174 - wooden door open and close wooden door 00:05 Stereo

0175 - washing hands washing hands 01:08 Stereo

0176 - hairdryer hairdryer turn on and off, operation, put down 03:17 Stereo

0177 - adhesive tape unrolling sticky tape 00:20 Mono

0178 - adhesive tape unrolling and ripping sticky tape 00:58 Mono

0182 - microwave open close microwave door open and close 00:25 Stereo

0183 - dishes and microwave putting dishes in and out microwave oven 00:15 Stereo

0184 - microwave oven microwave oven on, off and running 00:53 Stereo

0185 - electric screwdriver electric screwdriver in operation 00:40 Mono

0186 - electric screwdriver electric screwdriver in operation 00:23 Mono

0187 - plastic switch switching a plastic switch 00:08 Mono

0188 - metal switch switching a metal switch 00:27 Mono

0189 - belt buckle open and close belt buckle 00:34 Mono



0190 - metal tape measure tape measure tool sounds 00:53 Mono

0191 - computer mouse clicking, moving, scrolling with a computer mouse 00:59 Mono

0192 - office stapler stapling with an office stapler 00:07 Mono

0193 - hole puncher using a hole puncher 00:08 Mono

0194 - plastic bag rustling plastic bag 01:14 Mono

0195 - pot lid open and close pot lid 00:31 Mono

0196 - scissors cut paper cutting paper 00:44 Mono

0197 - lighter cigarette lighter on and off 00:22 Mono

0203 - clock tick kitchen clock ticking 01:00 Mono

0204 - alarm clock ring old wind-up alarm clock ringing 00:21 Mono

0205 - alarm clock ticking old wind-up alarm clock ticking 01:02 Mono

0206 - set old alarm clock Setting an old wind-up alarm clock 00:38 Mono

0208 - using matches light and blow out matches 01:00 Mono

0210 - plastic switch pushing a plastic switch 00:21 Mono

0211 - plastic clip snaps snapping plastic clip 00:02 Mono

0212 - paper towel use kitchen roll, roll rip sweep scrunch drop 00:35 Mono

0213 - light switch switch bedside lamp on and off 00:07 Mono

0214 - plastic switch switching on and off plastic switch 00:09 Mono

0215 - plug unplug electrical outlet plug and unplug 00:14 Mono

0216 - cup and saucer take spoon from saucer, stir, put down 00:28 Mono

0217 - cup and saucer take cup from saucer, put down 00:21 Mono

0218 - put spoon on table putting a spoon on the table 00:16 Mono

0219 - cordless phone station take cordless phone from station and put back 00:13 Mono

0220 - cordless phone on table take cordless phone from table, put on table 00:23 Mono

0221 - phone error beep error beep from a cordless phone 00:04 Mono

0222 - cordless phone dialing dialing on a cordless phone with touch tones on 00:28 Mono

0223 - cordless phone dialing dialing on a cordless phone 00:33 Mono

0224 - tone dialing idle line tone dialing, ringing tone, idle line, Germany 00:38 Mono

0225 - german cell phone mailbox german cell phone mailbox voice, beep, idle line 00:21 Mono

0226 - german answering machine german answering machine voice and idle line 00:18 Mono

0227 - crush drinking can crushing a can 00:23 Mono

0228 - piece of plastic drop piece of plastic falls on table 00:09 Mono

0229 - pop plopp box opening pop sound 00:06 Mono

0230 - pencil falls on table a pencil falls on a table 00:10 Mono

0231 - shake box of pills shaking a box with pills or candys 00:14 Mono

0232 - marker open close pencil cap pull off, put on 00:11 Mono

0233 - pen and table taking pen from table, putting and throwing on table 00:26 Mono



0234 - velcro using a velcro 00:33 Mono

0235 - plastic bottle open close twisting a plastic bottle open and close 00:20 Mono

0236 - plastic bottle twist twisting a plastic bottle open and close 00:21 Mono

0237 - suitcase open close open and close a suitcase 00:14 Mono

0238 - zipper using a zipper 00:17 Mono

0239 - fill up glass fizz filling up a drinking glass 00:16 Mono

0240 - wooden drawer open and close a wooden drawer 00:16 Mono

0241 - brush scrub brushing and scrubbing 00:32 Mono

0242 - hoover cable coils up vacuum cleaner cable wind up 00:03 Mono

0243 - tension belt use tighten and loose a tension belt 00:35 Mono

0244 - glass open close twist open and close a grocery glass 00:07 Mono

0245 - sponge wipe scrub wiping and scrubbing with a sponge 00:35 Mono

0246 - cutlery case cutlery movement 00:40 Mono

0247 - keys movement handling a bunch of keys 00:50 Mono

0248 - keys on fabric throw bunch of keys on fabric, pick up 00:15 Mono

0249 - keys on table throw bunch of keys on table, pick up 00:14 Mono

0250 - open beer bottle opening a beer bottle 00:01 Mono

0251 - crown cap drop a crown cap falling on a table 00:24 Mono

0256 - basketwork creaking creaking and rustling of a rope or basketwork 01:19 Mono

0257 - cd drive sounds opening, closing and operation of a laser disc drive 01:10 Mono

0258 - cd sleeve handling opening, closing and other handling of a plastic CD sleeve 00:27 Mono

0259 - foam spray bottle spraying foam out of a bottle 00:14 Mono

0260 - camera release click release of an analog camera 00:03 Mono

0261 - clicking screwdriver clicking of a cogwheel screwdriver 00:31 Mono

0262 - whistling air balloon an air balloon squeaking while deflating 01:04 Mono

0263 - air balloon rubbing creaky rubbing of an air balloon 01:00 Mono

0264 - air balloon deflating air balloon deflating, flying away 00:04 Mono

0265 - air balloon pop air balloon popping 00:04 Mono

0268 - ceramic hotplate stove switching on and off and operation of a ceramic hotplate stove 00:28 Mono

0269 - metal flap creaking scary creaking of a metal flap or trap door 01:11 Stereo

0270 - cigarette lighter using a cigarette lighter 00:09 Mono

0271 - fruit juice extractor an electronic fruit press in operation 00:54 Mono

0272 - chaff-cutter an electric chaff-cutter in operation 00:58 Mono

0273 - plastic button switching a plastic switch 00:04 Mono

0275 - shaking cardboard box shaking a small cardboard box with little pieces inside 00:25 Mono

0278 - boiling water boiling water in a cooking pot 01:06 Mono

0279 - stirring food stirring while cooking food in a pot 02:24 Mono



0280 - cooking food low temperature bubbling in a pot while cooking food 01:04 Mono

0281 - door open and slam fast opening, then slamming of a modern wooden door 00:03 Mono

0282 - key drop dropping a key on tiled ground 00:02 Mono

0283 - door bell ding-dong electric ding-dong of a door bell 00:04 Mono

0284 - toaster in action inserting bread into a toaster, operation, removal 00:45 Mono

0285 - toaster on and off turning a toaster on and off 00:34 Mono

0286 - butter toast scratchy buttering of a toast 01:08 Mono

0287 - toast bite crunchy bite into toast bread 00:10 Mono

0291 - plastic bag movement rustling plastic bag 01:17 Mono

0292 - cardboard box opening and closing of a cardboard box or a present 00:39 Mono

0293 - envelope handling opening, closing and pushing over a paper envelope 01:05 Mono

0294 - envelope handling picking up and dropping an envelope or document 00:14 Mono

0300 - neon light on switching on and buzz of fluorescent tubes 01:18 Stereo

0355 - noodle bag rustle a rustling instant noodle bag 00:54 Mono

0356 - throw down package throwing and instant noodle bag on a table 00:08 Mono

0357 - package rip open rip open an instant noodle bag 00:14 Mono

0358 - clean hands on trousers cleaning hands on trousers, knocking 00:23 Mono

0362 - metal lid drop turning sheet metal lid after dropping 00:20 Mono

0363 - stamp stamping something in the office 00:23 Mono

0364 - adhesive tape dispenser using a tape dispenser 00:24 Mono

0365 - water boiler an electric kettle boils water 01:56 Mono

0368 - ice cubes into glass putting ice cubes into a glass 00:27 Mono

0369 - ice cubes movement moving ice cubes in a drink 01:09 Mono

0370 - pour water into ice cubes pouring water into a glass with ice cubes 00:37 Mono

0371 - clock ticking ticking of a wind-up alarm clock 01:06 Mono

0372 - clock ticking ticking of a wind-up alarm clock 01:03 Mono

0373 - clock ticking ticking of a wind-up alarm clock 01:04 Mono

0374 - phone vibration on table a cell phone vibrating on a table 01:04 Mono

0375 - phone vibration on table a cell phone vibrating on a table 00:40 Mono

0376 - phone vibration on table a cell phone vibrating on a table 00:43 Mono

0377 - phone vibration on table a cell phone vibrating on a table 00:43 Mono

0378 - phone vibration on fabric a cell phone vibrating on fabric 00:34 Mono

0379 - phone vibration on fabric a cell phone vibrating on fabric 00:42 Mono

0380 - flick through a book flicking through a book 00:58 Mono

0381 - turn over book pages turning over the pages of a book 01:20 Mono

0382 - close a book fast closing of a book 00:05 Mono

0483 - toilet flush a flushing and refilling toilet 01:11 Stereo



0487 - roof raindrops indoor sound from raindrops dripping on a rooftop 02:20 Stereo

0488 - metal roof raindrops raindrops dripping on a metal sheet rooftop 01:37 Stereo

0509 - press small button pressing and releasing a small button 00:02 Mono

0510 - jalousie slide sliding a rolling jalousie to the side 00:47 Mono

0511 - wiping feet wiping feet on a door mat 00:17 Stereo

0512 - toilet flush toilet flushing, water splashing 02:15 Mono

0513 - toilet seat moving the toilet seat up and down 00:28 Mono

0514 - metal trash bin opening and closing a tiny metal trash bin 00:33 Mono

0515 - metal hatch opening and closing a metal hatch 00:05 Mono

0516 - washing hands washing hands in the sink 01:34 Mono

0517 - soap hand wash cleaning hands with soap 00:35 Mono

0518 - soap dispenser use of a liquid soap dispenser 00:11 Mono

0519 - foil rustle rustling with a package foil 00:13 Mono

0532 - flap creak a plastic flap creaking and squeaking 00:35 Mono

0533 - closing hatch closing a thin metal hatch 00:13 Mono

0534 - kitchen alarm clock setting, ticking and ringing of a kitchen alarm clock 00:54 Mono

0535 - vacuum cleaner vacuum cleaner and handling sounds 04:06 Stereo

0538 - electric shaver shaving with an electric shaver 01:20 Mono

0540 - outdoor socket unplugging something from an outdoor plug 00:07 Mono

0573 - keyboard typing typing on a computer keyboard 01:04 Mono

0574 - keyboard typing typing on an apple computer keyboard 01:07 Mono

0575 - keyboard typing typing on a computer keyboard 01:06 Mono

0619 - ballpoint pen writing writing with a ballpoint pen 00:53 Mono

0620 - fast writing fast writing with a pen 00:42 Mono

0621 - marker writing writing with a marker on paper 00:21 Mono

0623 - tool adjustment clicks clicking sound from the adjustment of some tool 00:12 Mono

0624 - fill pottery bowl putting some dry food into a pottery bowl 00:07 Mono

0703 - rubber band snap snapping sound from the release of a rubber band 00:04 Mono

0704 - saving a coin putting single coins into a savings box, different versions 00:19 Mono

0705 - saving coins putting coins into a savings box, different versions 00:14 Mono

0706 - put down wallet dropping the wallet on a table, different versions 00:06 Mono

0712 - drop towel a collection of sounds from a towel or other piece of fabric falling to the ground 00:08 Mono

0715 - plastic screwtop opening and closing a plastic bottle, twisting the screwtop 00:14 Mono

0725 - cream tube open and close the sound of opening and closing a cosmetics or sauce tube 00:07 Mono

0951 - pepper mill grinding using a pepper grinder 00:19 Mono

0952 - spice mill grinding using a spice grinder 00:27 Mono

0953 - salt shaker using a salt shaker 00:21 Mono



0954 - drop sugar cube into cup dropping sugar cubes into a tea cup 00:16 Mono

0955 - rolling office chair an office chair rolling around 00:49 Stereo

0956 - office chair stand up sit down standing up from and sitting down on an office chair 00:24 Stereo

0959 - ripping cloth tearing apart some fabric 00:15 Mono

0960 - cloth rustle steady cloth rustling noise 00:49 Mono

0963 - metal drawer open and close opening and closing an office metal drawer 00:45 Mono

0964 - metal locker unlock and lock locking and unlocking a metal locker 00:31 Mono

0968 - hatch slide shut closing a hatch with a little sliding sound 00:21 Mono

0971 - jewel case open and close opening and closing a small jewel case 00:15 Mono

0972 - plastic box open and close opening and closing a small plastic box 00:16 Mono

0973 - take ring from casket taking a ring rom a little case 00:07 Mono

0974 - unfold paper leaflet unfolding a paper insert leaflet 00:44 Mono

0975 - drop piece of paper dropping a small piece of paper 00:19 Mono

0976 - pick up piece of paper picking up a piece of paper 00:12 Mono

0977 - sit down on couch sitting down on a couch 00:20 Mono

0978 - shaking a pillow shaking out a pillow 00:28 Mono

0981 - usb connection plug plugging and unplugging an usb device 00:13 Mono

0982 - rubber eraser erasing something written 00:20 Mono

0983 - pull off sticker pulling off a sticker from a surface 00:05 Mono

0984 - ripping cardboard ripping cardboard into pieces 00:20 Mono

0985 - cardboard pile rummage rummaging in a cardboard pile 00:49 Mono

0986 - wine bottle pouring pouring wine out of a bottle 00:40 Mono

0987 - tea pot pouring pouring tea into a cup 00:53 Mono

0988 - put tea pot on table putting down a tea pot on a table 00:04 Mono

0989 - water spill some water spills on the floor 00:29 Mono

0990 - wring out cloth wringing out a piece of fabric 00:46 Mono

0992 - empty bbq sauce getting the rest out of a BBQ sauce tube 00:29 Mono

0993 - shaking a trash bag shaking a fresh trash bag 00:27 Mono

0994 - trash bag handling handling a rustling trash bag 00:51 Mono

0995 - trash bag rustling steady rustling of a trash bag 00:47 Mono

0996 - unpack paper bag unpacking a paper bag 00:35 Mono

0997 - crunchy bread crackle of some crunchy bread 00:23 Mono

0998 - scrape out kitchen pot scraping out the rest out of a pot 00:49 Mono

0999 - modern heavy wooden door a modern household door opening and closing 00:26 Mono


